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DIDMARTON RUBBISH & RECYCLING
COLLECTIONS DATES FOR JUNE
Thu 2nd & Thu 16th
Thu 9th & Thu 23rd

Food waste bin only
All rubbish & recycling

************************************************************************************

YES! DIARY DATES!!

real, actual, though subject to you-know-wot
village events! Normality on the horizon? Hope so!
THE KING’S ARMS Yes? YES! See Mark and Paula’s
news on the back cover of the new normal at our reopened, beloved local. Welcome back, all KA staff!
IT’S A SECRET! Thank you and happy retirement
presentation to the Butler family, who ran our garage for over 40
years. Do come and join us at the King’s Arms on Wednesday 15th – see Helen’s
extra info on page 9.
DIDMARTON’S VILLAGE DAY & SHOW: see page 4 for Sean’s latest
news on the Village Day, and DO keep it in your diary – Saturday
22nd August. Fingers crossed we can do SOMETHING!

BOULES COMPETITION: subject to government guidance and the
Kings Arms being operational, Didmarton cricket team would
like you to save the date of Saturday 5th September for our
second Boules competition, following on from the brilliant
success of our 2019 event. Lots more information to come.
Mais oui!
*************************************************************************************

ESSENTIAL REPAIRS – CAN YOU HELP?
Our beautiful and very special church St. Lawrence’s, is
needing some essential repairwork. Please, if you can help,
call church warden Antony Brassey on 01454 232952. Normal
rates of pay apply. Thank you very much.
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USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Phoenix, Tetbury Surgery – 01666 502303
Police – to report incidents - 101
Tolsey Surgery, Sherston – 01666 840270
Tetbury Hospital – 01666 502336
Leighterton School – 01666 890273
Village hall bookings - 01454 238450
DVHCC Chairman, Ed Hardy – 01454 238006
Dyddi Digest editor – 01454 238576
Parish council, John Hammond – 01454 238006

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU
20th – Jamie Whitbread
27 - Delphie Richardson-Thomson
28th - Charlotte Goodwill
th

(under 18 and not in the Dyddi Birthday Book? If you
are, you can get to be the birthday illustrator in your
special month, as well as a Dyddi mention. Do get in
touch – dyddi@btinternet.com Thank you!
************************************************************************************

NEWS FROM OLDBURY GARAGE
More extras to the garage refurbishment are arriving, the latest being a Costa
Coffee machine. And the new telephone number is now working too – 01454
537016. Hours are now 6am through to 11pm, 7 days a week.
*************************************************************************************

DYD YOU KNOW?

You can see the Dyddi Digest in
glorious technicolour! Go to Didmarton’s Village Hall website &
click on the Dyddi picture.
*************************************************************************************

the DYDDI digest, founded in October 1975 is published each month
on behalf of Didmarton Village Hall and Community Committee.
The editor reserves the right to refuse and editorial or advertising content.
Contact Carole, the editor on 01454 238576, email dyddi@btinternet.com or
Deliver any editorial/copy to 7 Chapel Walk, Didmarton.
Please note, copy/advertising deadline is the 15th of the preceding month
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Firstly, and rather belatedly, to Ben and Catherine, a
big congratulations on the safe arrival of Rupert on St
George’s Day in April. A super brother for Florence.
Secondly - and eventually! – congratulations to Amy
and Ed who welcomed Charlotte in early June.
With best wishes to you all and that family life just gets better and better and
bigger and bigger!

DIDMARTON’S VILLAGE DAY
something for everyone

SHOW PLANS REVIEWED
With Covid-19 still affecting our lives, and social distancing still playing a big part,
it’s with regret that we have made a decision to cancel the original plans of a
village fun day with a horticultural show on the playing fields here. Time for
finalising the plans and also a lack of funding from struggling local businesses
mean that the original planned show on Saturday 22nd August will not now go
ahead. What might be possible as an alternative on the same day is some sort of
scaled down village fun day which organisers currently are keeping an open mind
about. Watch this space and please continue to save the date.
Sean White
A warm welcome to James, Grace, Summer and
Annabelle who have moved into the Street. We
hope you all settle in and once lockdown is
unlocked, can find out what our village is really like!
***********************************************************************************

We would like to thank everybody in the village for all the
offers of help we have received and also the friendly waves
during this lockdown. Our daughter has made sure we’re OK
but it is nice to know what a friendly village we live in. We
can’t help thinking how lucky we are to live here.
Marj & Willis Buckley
**********************************************************************************

STOP PRESS!

Just before this Dyd went to the printers, a Help, Please!
Poster was received from Tetbury Hospital. It’s on page 21.
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DIDMARTON CRICKET CLUB
As we move into July I have to make the point that the
Didmarton Cricket Club remains undefeated so far this
season, unfortunately and not necessarily for the right
reasons! Recent positive news is that the English Cricket
Board expect and hope for a start to the season, but
certainly not before 1st August, which ironically is at least
2 weeks after the start of the Test matches between
England and West Indies, and approximately 6 weeks after the restart of the
Premier League. Confused?
At least we have been officially permitted to restart formal practice sessions and
at the moment, socially distanced nets are occurring each Sunday morning for up
to 6 people, each having their own ball and with a set of rules kindly produced by
Alan Townsend so we can sensibly manage and mitigate risks in line with
direction received. Two well-attended sessions have been held to date which
have proved great fun with some welcome stress release and social interaction
for all involved. Attendance continues to be organised via the obligatory
WhatsApp group (what did we do before WhatsApp?) so that we can manage
numbers effectively.
Excellent work continues to be put into the wicket and pitch by Richard, Alan and
Phil, which I have to say is looking fantastic at the moment. We obviously all
hope we can get some use out of it this year and remain hopeful that some
matches will happen. With 5 fixtures previously scheduled for August and
September, all due to take place at home, we hope that in addition to some
cricket being played, we might also be able to provide something of a Sunday
spectacle for members of the village to enjoy should they wish. As with all of our
world at the moment, I guess that with further direction still to be received from
the ECB, at this stage we’ll simply have to wait and see how things play out.
More to follow next month I hope. United We Conquer!
Rich Williams
*************************************************************************************

DIDMARTON TODDLERS
It looks doubtful that we will be back at Toddlers
before the school holidays at the end of July. We
will have to see what is permitted in September and hope that the rules will
allow us to meet again. If you would like any information, please call Sue Cook
on 01454 238222.
Sue and Sam
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LATEST NEWS
Fundraising in tricky times!
The hospital is finding money has become
something of a problem and we are looking to raise
funds for our local hospital. It is not easy in the current climate! However, we
hope by using the following Amazon-linked method, we can, at no extra cost to
you, help our piggy-bank here.
It’s really easy: when you shop online with Amazon Smile (exactly the same as
standard Amazon), 0.5% of your goods cost ordered is sent to your charity of
your choice, and Tetbury Hospital Trust is a registered charity with Smile.
Many of us are shopping
far more online now and
using Amazon Smile could
be a significant fundraiser
for the hospital. Dr.
Walsh, former Didmarton
resident says “I have
personal experience of
the hugely wonderful
work going on there and
it is vital to the
community that
the
facility continues to provide the wonderful service as now. All the best to all in
Didmarton,
Dr Tony & Ann Walsh.”
*************************************************************************************

BADMINTON BENEFICE SERVICES
Although we can actually GO into a church now, albeit on our
ownsomes, for the time being, services are still being streamed
at 10am and 6pm on youtube Badminton Benefice. (benefice
website: badmintonchurch.org.uk/)
Faith or none, all the Badminton benefice churches are really worth a potter
around, for all are beautiful, peacefully contemplative and each has a unique,
wonderful character. Start with Oldbury on the Hill, perhaps?
ed.
Our benefice contact: Rev. Richard Thomson, Withymoor Vicarage, Badminton
GL9 1EU. 01454 218236, 07717 791858, revrichardthomson@gmail.com
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SOMETHING IN THE AIR TONIGHT…
I remember seeing Phil Collins perform this stirring song on
Top of the Pops, just him on a little ol’ keyboard, no spangly
jangly dancers, and being just young enough to be rather
terrified at what actually, could be in the air, and was he
aware of those living in rural areas?
However, nothing did happen, and maybe Phil was just
sending a word in the manner of the Boy Scouts – be
prepared. Campfires, compass, woggle, the lot.
Which brings us around to the usual summer open doors and windows request:
if you ARE having a campfire, bonfire, barbecue (boom bang a bang boom music
an optional extra) please think of neighbours and villagers who aren’t quite so
keen to share what is in your air(space). Smoke is a contentious one, I know, and
there are those who love a good smoke out, and those to whom it’s worse than
the worst thing ever – ditto that disco beat. Thank you!!!
...AND YOGA FOR DOG OWNERS!

I saw this the other day, apologies if it’s old news to you:
‘Want to start yoga? Start by bending over and picking up
your dog poo. It’s called the Downward Dog position’.
Indeed. Please, if your dog gets caught short on one of
the pavements or paths in the village, PLEASE, try a bit of
dog yoga – should we make that ‘doga’? Thank you once more.
ed.
************************************************************************************

LATEST NEWS

An exhibition of you, you…and YOU! The Goods Shed is
running an exhibition of photos taken during our recent isolated, socially distant
months called Life in Lockdown. If you’ve any photos you have taken in this
strange time - children, pets, lockdown occupations (there must be some
absolute corkers in this one!), perhaps the weekly Clap for Carers or the
continual smile of the postie, just things happening in YOUR life in lockdown.
Everyone has something to tell, show, share.
See the Goods Shed website for how to send them in – www.shed-arts.co.uk
And don’t forget the Good Shed’s Shutdown Showcase of videos and virtual
galleries from artists, performers and musicians continues.
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NEWS! ‘Go Greener with Bluey & Stina’ has
grown up and developed into the Dyddi Eco
Group! If you’d like to be involved, see Stina’s
contact details at end of article.
As the summer hots up and Corona cools a little, the quieter skies around
Didmarton have had sightings of red kites and a peregrine.
As mentioned above, we have changed the name and logo from Going Greener
to Going Green, as it has extended from Bluey and myself to become the official
Didmarton Eco Group, colloquially known as the Dyddi Eco Group.
This news page will become the window to all the activities, targets and
community work we will be doing, as well as being informative and fun.
The regular Dyddi column Naturehood Watch (see page 26) always welcomes
information or photos on anything you’ve seen in and around our village: during
lockdown, many of us have been able to relish the extraordinary beauty and ever
changing marvel that is Nature. So please get in touch if anything nature related
pops up, that you think could be interesting to share – dyddi@btinternet.com
SOLAR UPDATE ‘Glass’could make every window and screen a power source!
One of the greater barriers to large-scale use of solar power
is the intrusive and unattractive nature of solar panels.
However, if we could produce large amounts of solar power
from sheets of glass and plastic that look like normal sheets
of glass and plastic, then that could be a game changer.
In 2014, Michigan University researchers created transparent
solar panels, which could turn a window or sheet glass into a
solar energy cell by changing the way it absorbed light. The cell ‘harvested’ part
of the solar spectrum our eyes can’t see.
Scientifically, a transparent solar panel is something of an oxymoron. Solar cells
make energy by absorbing photons (sunlight), converting them into electrons
(electricity). If a material is transparent all the light passes through it. We see
colour when parts of the light bounce back into our eye. The researchers used a
slightly different technique for gathering sunlight. Instead of trying to create a
transparent, standard type, they used organic salts that absorb wavelengths of
ultraviolet and infrared light. These then glow as another wavelength of infrared
light and are guided to the edge of the sheet, where you would see a couple of
black strips along the edges. These thin strips convert solar energy into
electricity. So, hey presto, electricity is generated albeit beyond our vision.
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Currently this process has an efficiency of around 1%, but they think 10% should
be possible once large scale production commences. Non-transparent
luminescent concentrators generate around 7%. Not huge figures, but on a much
larger scale - every house or office block, the numbers quickly add up.
The University commented that “It opens a lot of area to deploy solar energy in a
non-intrusive way…used on tall buildings with lots of windows, any kind of
mobile device that demands high aesthetic quality. Ultimately, solar harvesting
surfaces that you do not even know are there.” Exciting times.
We are the Didmarton Eco Group. If you would like to join, contribute or find out
more, please contact Stina on
info@stinarichardson.com or 0774 0606910
***********************************************************************************

PRESENTATION TO THE BUTLER FAMILY
Many thanks to everyone who sent good wishes and donated to
the Thank You gift collection for the Butlers, indeed, more than
£400 has been given.
However, even this generous amount is, I’m sure, overwhelmed
by immense appreciation from Didmarton residents for services
rendered. Therefore, I thought we should invite the Butlers back for a
presentation of gifts and messages. I’ve been in touch with David’s wife, Anne,
to ask for advice and arrange this, and she believes David and his family will be
incredibly touched by the village’s kindness.
We are intending to have the Butler Leaving Presentation on Wednesday 15th
July, 7.30pm in the King’s Arms garden – thank you, Mark and Paula! Of course,
social distancing rules must be observed.
Sadly, it’s unlikely that Mr and Mrs Butler senior will be able to make it (currently
self isolating), but the intention is that the evening is a surprise for David – so,
SHHHH! However, Richard does know, and hopes to come along.
Do come and say an official goodbye to David and Richard at this event - it would
certainly look a bit sad if it was just me and them!
If you missed the previous mentions about the collection and would like to make
a donation (before 10th, please!) feel free to drop off a cash at Holly Cottage, 21
The Street, Didmarton. The letterbox is on the wall at the back gate. Could you
include your name and any message to the Butlers? Thank you. Alternatively,
make a BACS transfer: Lloyds Bank, a/c. no. 44465460, sort code 30-80-95,
including your name as the reference. If you want a message included in the
card, please email me on helen@financedept.biz
Helen Turner
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LEIGHTERTON PRIMARY SCHOOL
After being away from school since the start of the lockdown,
some reception children are keen to share their experiences
of being back at school. It has all changed in since they were
last in and they are now taught in pupil ‘bubbles’ rather than
classes, and the classrooms look very different. Let’s find out about their days…
“When we get to school, we are met by our teachers and we go to our classes
and wash our hands. We do lots of hand washing. Then it’s time for learning.
Sometimes we do a word search to practise our reading skills which is really fun.
Last time, I found all of the words! We have been learning a story, The Wild
Woods. It’s funny because there’s a squirrel & the girl wants to keep it as a pet.”
“It is great being back and seeing our friends and I love seeing them. We have to
stay 2m away from each other but we’ve invented lots of games to play using
the playground markings.”
“We have been solving tricky problems in maths using the tens frames. We had
to work out how many counters were red and how many were blue. On our
tables, we have our own trays of equipment where we keep everything.”
“It’s great seeing my friends. We did some drama and acted out the story on the
field. It was really good fun and we’ve been learning to skip and keeping active.”
“I love eating lunch outside with my friends and teachers. We sit on the grass
and have a chat and then we have a run around. It’s great to be at school again!”
The reception children have settled into their new bubbles and routine really
well and always come in with a smile. They are looking forward to the learning
challenges and reading and exploring more stories over the rest of the term.
If you would like to find out more or come and look around Leighterton Primary
School, you are very welcome to contact the school on 01666 890273 and we
will be delighted to show you round at a convenient time. Further information is
also available on our website - www.leighterton.com
Meryl Hatfield
(see page 34 for a couole of We’re Having A Great Time photos!)

SUPER STAR! – Ollie walks

a marathon

During May 5 year old Ollie walked and walked and
walked around Didmarton for the charity Sands Uk
(Stillbirth and Neonatal Deaths). His walks were
tracked and totted up to the required 26 miles, and he
made a colossal £215 in memory of his younger brother. The photo shows his
artwork of a rainbow creating a progress star chart. Ollie, you’re a champ!
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WE’RE GETTING BACK TO NORMAL (ISH)
Our faithful advertisers would love to hear from you, as we
start dipping our toes back into life. There are services we
haven’t been able to use that are important mainstays of daily
life. Contact details in the back of the Dyddi.
LOGS, KINDLING, COAL & CHIMNEYSWEEP – Steve Thompson in Kilcott
WIFI INSTALLATION, ELECTRICAL & LIGHTING SERVICE – Powered Spaces
CARS & MOTORS – R&B in Knockdown, and Grays in Sherston
PROFESSIONAL CARPET, FLOORING & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING - Green Man
ALL ANIMAL & PET CARE – The George Vets, Tetbury & Malmesbury
PLUMBING, HEATING & BOILER SPECIALISTS – Ind, Tetbury
CURTAINS, UPHOLSTER & INTERIORS PLUS CAFÉ – Lucy Tom, Sherston
ALL AGRICULTURAL (inc. lawnmowers!) & OUTDOOR – TH White Country Store
…soon to be busiest of all? HAIRCARE! – Creative Hairdressing, Tetbury
….and hoorah! THE KING’S ARMS IS BACK! See back cover for info
*************************************************************************************

THE ICING ON THE CAKE…
Many of us have used lockdown to actually get those DIY jobs
done, the spring clean finished - for once, and discovered the
joy in a declutter….and now the house looks as good as it
could. Though maybe there’s a finishing touch, a clean-lined,
elegant, long lasting and ecologically sound something to add the final elan.
Is this where Shutter Frontier do put the proverbial icing on the cake? They
design, create and install beautiful shutters for windows and doors, from their
workshop in Malmesbury.
Rupert and Jon, both passionate about service and quality, will help you enhance
the aesthetic of any of your windows or doors: the outlook only got better!
Practically, shutters give you so-simple light and privacy control, and improve
insulation from chilly blasts and draughts. There are many colours and designs,
or you can colour match with your chosen paint tone. Brilliantly,
they have no operating cords making them wholly compliant with
the child safety law. All the wood is responsibly sourced, and (best
of all?) they’re really easy to keep clean!
Jon and Rupert are partnered with a leading national market shutter supplier but
you just deal with these local lads in all the design and installation process.
They’d love to hear from you: Rupert is on 07787 135977, Jon – 07966 553047
email - info@shutterfrontier.com And see their advert on page 34.
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GARDEN TIPS FOR JULY
Embrace your nettles, for these are a major source
of food for butterflies (and you thought it was your
cabbages) and are rich in nitrogen, magnesium, iron
and phosphate. I’ve never really taken to nettle soup
myself but your plants will love it. Just soak 500g of
nettles in a 5 litre bucket of water for two weeks. Dilute one part of the resulting
liquid to ten parts water and use as a general feed once a fortnight either
applying to roots or spraying leaves, a natural freebie. Nettles are also fine for
the compost heap.
It can feel depressing thinking about next year already but by sowing wallflower,
pansy, sweet William seeds now it’s much cheaper plus germination seems to be
more reliable now at this time of year. I suggest you sow in trays or modules
leaving your borders free for this summer’s flowers. You can now sow pak choi,
radishes, spring onions, etc for harvesting this autumn, but hearting lettuces
don’t last long in the heat so instead sow leafy cut-and-come-again lettuces. Kale
has the dual purpose of being suitable as an addition to salads (use the tender
young leaves) or cooking as a bigger, stronger veg later in the year.
Take the children out at dusk with buckets and a torch to hunt snails and slugs.
Cover the bucket, and then, come morning, it is the best and most fun way to
keep them (slugs, not children) under control by putting the uncovered bucket
by the bird table and watch your feathered friends enjoy a feast.
Jean Glew
************************************************************************************

GRIM, GRIMMER & GRIMMEST
It is said that bad things come in threes: take your pick of these:
1. There’s a snail on the dog! If only…instead, just a tick the size
of a small gobstopper feasting on the poor dog’s shoulder. The
dog gets a daily tick search at this time of year, and this gross
enormity was a vile reminder how quickly they can develop. (see page 25 for tick
info and removal).
2. A walk on Sodbury Common, and some very nosy steers (young lad cattle)
came over for a sniff. One pushy fellow seemed to be chewing the cud and with
that, this – see photo – fell out of its mouth. It’s an empty laughing gas (nitrous
oxide) canister, an illegal to sell psychoactive drug.
3. Ash die back: the extent of how our landscape is going to change is becoming
evident, with so many wretched looking ash trees, their poor ripped naked
branches dictating their premature finality. Very, very sad indeed.
ed.
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YOUR MIND & BODY MATTERS
Feeling the very best you can
With what has happened over the last couple of weeks I’ve decided
to write about a subject close to my heart, Emotional Intelligence. I
think this phrase has only been spoken about over the last decade
and even now a lot of people may not have come across it. Daniel Goleman has
written a fabulous book called Emotional Intelligence and why he feels it can
matter more than IQ. With the actions of all the protestors over the last few
days I wonder if any of them applied Emotional Intelligence? There is traffic light
system that can be applied in any testing situation, particularly with teenagers
who can be a more reactive than proactive.
Red light:
Stop, calm down and think before you act.
Yellow light:
Say the problem and how you feel. Set a positive goal.
Think of lots of solutions. Think ahead of the consequences.
Green light: Go ahead and try the best plan.
I’m sure we can all apply Emotional Intelligence in many areas of
our lives which will only serve to enrich us.
Don’t forget our diets influence how we behave. When our sugar
levels drop we can behave out of character, be a little snappy or
become withdrawn. If you maintain a balanced diet, full of colour
and with a low GI (glycaemic index level) it means you feel full for longer.
Protein also helps you feel full. Eating foods with high (processed) sugar content
actually encourages your sugar levels to drop and so that repeated behaviour
sets in again, and you may reach for that biscuit, cake, chocolate bar. We’ve all
been there, but remember, the less sugar you eat, the less you crave!
Whilst still living through the pandemic, it’s a great reason and opportunity to
change your eating habits and also help build your immune system. What have
we to lose?
Ruth Carnaby, Mind & Body Matters 01454 238733
*************************************************************************************

APLOGOLEIS!

Or rather, apologies. There were SO many
typing errors in last month’s Dyddi, I felt very shamefaced that you
received it in such a state. My only excuse is that the day before it
was due at the printers, the whole file corrupted itself, and I had to
start All Over Again and fast. My 1984 speed typing course skills were pretty
rubbish back then and haven’t improved much since. Little Miss Whoops
(pictured) had nothing on editorial errorship at Dyddi Heights last month, but
massive apologies once more, and lets ope it dosnt hapen agin.
ed.
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THE WALKING GROUP OF DIDMARTON
Doggy Tails, July 2020
Dear walking pals (human and canine),
Well, now that lockdown is being relaxed a bit I’m looking
forward to more walkies with my pals.
If you’d like a nice walk that goes beyond the usual Sopworth round you could
try walking to Sopworth via Frog Lane and Field Barn, where there are huge
skies followed by a more tranquil meadow approach into Sopworth. As you go
through the gate at the end of Frog lane bear left past the field shelter and then
keep to the old hedge line heading south east towards Sopworth Lane. You are
heading for a metal gate at the far side of the field beyond some scrubby
brambles and hawthorn bushes. The land then drops down to the river over
which there is a wooden footbridge. The path then rises up to Sopworth Lane
where you will find a stile into the lane.
Turn left down the lane, a little further along as the road bears left take the path
to the right up the side of the field. Just beyond Field Barn turn right along the
farm track and continue until you reach a barn on your left. Just before the barn
take the path to the left over the stile. Continue through two fields and as you
approach the church take the stile to the right
which will take you across a field to a kissing
gate into the churchyard.
As you walk through the churchyard, just
opposite the church entrance, you will see, on
your left, a gate in the wall. This was the
original direct access to the Church from
Sopworth Manor.
Proceed down Church Lane then turn right onto the Street in Sopworth. A little
way along the Street take the Wiltshire Path on the left (the second path on the
left, by Wiltshire Path Cottage). At the first field gate on the right take the path
that runs alongside the boundary of Pound House. Follow the path across the
fields back to Frog Lane and home!
No more scheduled walks for a while but if you would like details of walks
around the village then do please email ladydaisygreenwood@gmail.com for
further info.
Woof woof!
Mad Martha (also love from Daisy & Boris
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THE DYDDI PODCAST – People of Didmarton
This month – Bobby Faber
PLACE OF BIRTH & EARLY YEARS Romsey, In Hampshire, where my family had
lived for some time. A great childhood on a small farm.
EARLIEST/CHILDHOOD MEMORIES Going off to school which was run by nuns,
and refusing to take my coat off because all I wanted to do was get back home.
EDUCATION That school went on ‘til I was 7, then off to Catholic boarding
school.
BEST TEACHER My A level history master who singlehandedly got me into
university.
WHAT WAS SCHOOL LIKE? Pretty spartan and we had to wear short trousers.
WHICH MUSIC MARKED YOUR YOUTH? Abba and the Rocky Horror Show.
A SOCIAL OCCASION FROM THEN On the last night of pony club camp there was
a dance and everyone misbehaved. There were 30 girls and 6 boys!
FIRST JOB/ACTIVITY, & PERSONAL EVENTS FROM YOUR TWENTIES I went to
university then accounting training afterwards, and was married at 26.
WHAT WAS THE WORLD LIKE THEN? Good fun and fairly carefree!
WHAT BROUGHT YOU TO DIDMARTON? I moved down here from Hampshire
because my business moved from London to Bristol.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF DIDMARTON Everyone was incredibly friendly and
welcoming.
WHAT HAS CHANGED IN THE VILLAGE? Just the traffic
really, caused mostly by the success of Westonbirt
Aboretum.
DIDMARTON IN ONE SENTENCE Home and therefore
heaven.
MEMORABLE PERSON Jethro, I just can’t get enough of
his absurd humour!
FAVOURITE PLACE IN BRITAIN Home in Didmarton with
all the family.
FAVOURITE PLACE TO TRAVEL TO A week In the sun in Corfu.
ADVICE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE Keep a sense of humour whenever possible.
OF WHAT ARE YOU MOST PROUD? My two children; they give hours of
pleasure and reward.
LAND, OR SEA, AND WHY? I’m a real landlubber, in fact I’d rather be on a horse
than a boat any day.
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TICKING OVER – Emma’s exercises especially for the
over 60’s. This month – marching!
A simple way to get a lot of energy into the body, challenge the
cardiovascular system and work multiple muscles at the same
time including the core. Find a fun upbeat piece of music that
you can move in time to the beat.
Simple marching on the spot: Pick up your feet one at a time
keeping the foot horizontal to the ground and place back down marching on the
same spot.
Add arms:: Bend arms at the elbows. Shoulders relaxed, down away from the
ears. Wrists and hands soft – no tension from the shoulder to fingers.
Keeping the arms bent in same shape throughout, draw one elbow back and
swing the other elbow forward. Imagine the elbows are pistons of a steam train
drawing back then swinging forward. Alternate and move in rhythm with
marching legs.
Progression 1: Swing arms long and straight forwards and backwards in time
with the legs.
Progression 2: Arms long, fingers to floor, slightly in front of the body. Swing
arms together across the front of body from left to right, right to left.
Every 4 swings take the arms in a complete circle (as long as shoulders are happy
with this). Make sure you alternate the circles so you work the shoulders evenly.
When your arms become tired swinging, return to marching
on the spot.
All the above can be done sitting on a chair. Make sure you
are sitting comfortably on the front 1/3 of the chair so that
your legs and arms have freedom to move and your back is
straight. emma.cope@moveitorloseit.co.uk 07843 256081,
facebook: 60+Exercise Move it or Lose it
*************************************************************************************

BRIGHTENING YOU UP THE LOCAL WAY
Local brewery Uley are still delivering their delicious Bright
range of beers here. Choose from a minipin (a 9 pint container)
or a polypin (40 pints). They are sediment free and last about 7
days if kept in a cool place. Call Uley – 01453 860120 – on a
Tuesday (Wednesday delivery) or phone Wednesday (Thursday delivery). You
should be able to avoid a delivery charge as there is a Didmarton WhatsApp
group who already place a bulk order.
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SUDOKU by Neil Fozard
For the uninitiated: to solve the puzzle, each row, column and 3x3 box must
contain each of the numbers 1 to 9.
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3
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4 1 7
6

9
3 8 2
9
7 4 1
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6 5
4 1
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5
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1
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9
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EASY
9
8
7
6
1
3
5
2
4

2
6
5
8
7
4
3
1
9

1
3
4
9
2
5
8
7
6

9
7 4
5
4
5 7
6
9
4 2
6

2 6

7 8 1
2

2

9

…AND NOT SO EASY!
5
9
2
7
4
8
1
6
3

8
7
3
1
9
6
2
4
5

4
1
6
5
3
2
7
9
8

7
4
8
2
5
9
6
3
1

3
5
1
4
6
7
9
8
2

6
2
9
3
8
1
4
5
7

Answers to
June’s quizzes

WURZIT TO?
The most “what on earth?” wurzit yet? Let’s
hope so, ha ha! It really is a village fixture, but
how well do you know your village and its very
many fixtures?
Last month’s forward/backwards ‘L’ shapes were
on the old lock-in at 22 The Street.
(do get in touch if you’ve an idea for a Wurzit
To – dyddi@btinternet.com)
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THIS MONTH’S HAPPY BIRTHDAY PICTURE
Oh my WOW! What an absolute cracker of an illustration
by Jamie Whitbread, who has drawn Cookie, the family dog.
I think it’s the first time super bouncy Cookie may ever have been still, so well
done, Jamie on really capturing the likeness. A big thank you,
and a very happy birthday to everyone celebrating this July.
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THIS MONTH’S COLOURING IN
Zoos may now be open, but if the sun isn’t quite shining enough,
here’s one for indoors. Roarrrrrr!!!!!
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AN ANAGRAM A-Z – kitchen equipment/utensils
26 anagrams, one per letter of the alphabet, of items found in the kitchen.
There is NO Q, X or Z so THREE other letters have TWO entries.
STAPLE BOON (10)
THEY ESSO TROLLS (7,7)
TRUE GEM (3,4)
GET GRIME (3,5)
SWOOPED NO NO 6,5)
MINI ALLIUM UFO (9,4)
MOLT SNEEZER (5,6)
DRUG FREE PRIZE FIGHTER (7,6,6)
FED FERRET PAY (4,3,5)
JOLLY MULED (5,5)
FRANKIE BED (5,5)
WHISKY OR TAR (6,5)
ROD CLEAN (8)
AT PAULS (7)
GOVE NOVELS (4,6)
SOFTEN DUE (6,3)
TURKEY OR MAG (6,5)
BEAGLE LEVER PETE (9,6)
PEPPER ROOFER SAGA (11,5)
CLEAN TECH KISS (7,6)
ICY BRUCE TEA (3,4,4)
CRANE STRUCK (11)
TO PHRASE MOAT (6,6)
CLICK TEE LETTER (8,6)
ROOST A PUPPET (3,2,7)
TUNIC IS BIT (7,3)
Answer’s to June’s quiz, current tv presenters/personalities: Fern Britton, Ore Oduba,

Tony Robinson, Carol Vorderman, Richard Osman, Ian Rush, Zoe Ball, Victoria
Coren Mitchell, Graham Norton, Yvette Fielding Queen Elizabeth, Una Stubbs,
Eamonn Holmes, Laura Kuennsberg, Bradley Walsh, Kate Humble, Xand Van
Tulleken, Davina Maccall, Susie Dent, Warwick Davis, Jonathan Dimbleby, Ant
and Dec, Noel Edmonds, Philip Schofield, Helen Skelton, Mel Giedroyc
20
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DIDMARTON CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
A SECURE HOPE
“Blessed is the man that trusteth in the Lord, and whose hope is
the Lord. He shall be as a tree planted by the water, that
spreadeth out her roots by the river, and shall not fear when heat comes, but its
leaf will be green, and will not be anxious in the year of drought, or cease from
yielding fruit.”
The days ahead we are told will be very different and difficult for many as we
experience the impact of the economic hardship predicted, and the collapse of
much in which many have placed their hope. Many will have misplaced their
hope in mankind or the material prosperity of the world, and will be so
disappointed as they fail to meet their expectations.
However, there is one in who we can place our hope for the future, for the
almighty God is an unchanging God, who has made us and truly loves and cares
about us.
The Lord, speaking through his prophet Jeremiah said “my people have
committed two sins; they have turned away from me, and I am the spring of
living water; and they have dug their own wells but they are broken wells that
cannot hold water.”
During the coming recession the wells of materialism in which many hoped will
be shown to be broken wells that cannot hold water and so will fail them, but
God himself is the spring of living water, always reliable, refreshing and available
to satisfy our inner needs.
God offers us today his living water in our Lord Jesus Christ who said “Whoever
drinks of the water I shall give him shall never thirst, but the water I give shall be
in him a well of water springing up into everlasting life.”
Do you have his living water? Jesus said “if any man thirst let him come to me
and drink.”
Jesus is the answer to your need, especially at this time. We need to reassess
where we have placed our hope and begin to trust in the Lord, setting our
affection on Jesus who reigns above, having died on the cross and risen again for
you, and will come and live in your heart and reign over your life, supplying the
peace and security you need.
Blessed indeed is the person who having repented of sin turns in faith to Jesus,
and receiving his living water of life, knows the security of hope in him.
May God grant it to you!
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THE WORLD, ME & STUFF – Jon is ready to jump ship - part 4
(photo: Jon trying as hard as he can to be an authentic pirate. Credit must go
to the stair post for enabling this).
So my adventures aboard the pirate ship in a chapel in north
Wales are coming to an end, for when nature calls I listen and
answer with a resounding “yes please!”
I shall be walking the coast to look for places to build a
house, either within an existing community or as part of a
new one. It will be a healing centre, beginning with a little
house big enough for four people to share whether
temporarily for healing, or on a more permanent basis.
With a spring running in to summer, I’m thinking of
somewhere with woodland, flower meadows and yes, I'm dreaming big. With a
sure heart I cannot wait to see what the world has to show me.
I think we need this, all of us. Convenience is destroying our lives and
connections to each other and nature. I'll be living in a way that only creates
waste that feeds a permaculture system and does anything to hurt the natural
world. Growing herbs and medicinal plants, and living so close to nature that the
area around becomes a veritable food forest of berries, fruits, wild vegetables
and all sorts of other edibles to be foraged locally.
For now the excitement is walking the coast of this island, visiting friends and
relatives when possible and desirable, and exploring sources of nourishment that
are available seasonally. I’m learning even more, finding experts to learn from
and then retiring to my chosen spot to build, create space for healing work, to
live and walk gently on the earth and live that harder happier life, sustainable,
honourable, lived by those respectful beings who have done so for thousands of
years and in harmony with nature.
If you know of any communities you think I would like to visit, or if you’d like
distance energy healing, contact me on 07851 704452 jpwalker321@gmail.com
Lots of love,
Jon Walker
(Jon’s writing brought to mind a sort-of-cook-book, Edible
Wild Plants & Herbs, which is quite an authority on just
what there is growing out there, wildly, freely, that has
eatable qualities. With exquisite artwork of berries &
burdocks, cleavers, clovers et al, a lovely gift, a lovely read,
and a reason to try dandelion coffee and oak leaf wine?).
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SOPHIE’S SURGERY –Common Eye Conditions in Dogs
Common problems that can occur, and need veterinary attention:
Cherry eye: or prolapse of the third eyelid gland. Dogs have a
membrane, underneath the lower eyelid, housing a tear gland.
When healthy the gland isn’t visible, however it can pop or
bulge out and you'll see red, thickened, irritated-looking tissue
in the eye corne. It can become inflamed and infection
develop. Fortunately, cherry eye isn't typically painful but
because the gland is no longer seated in its normal position, it
can prevent adequate lubrication of the eye.
Corneal ulcer: or ulcerative keratitis - wounds caused by a scratch or abrasion,
puncture, foreign body in the eye, other eye trauma or entropion, (eyelid folding
in). Common, and causes a great deal of irritation and discomfort.
KCS (dry eye): an absence of the tears mixture (mostly water and oil & mucus)
though oil and mucus are still secreted, which is why pets with KCS
(keratoconjunctivitis sicca) have thick, yellow discharge. The eyes get red and the
cornea, in time, turns brown. If untreated, blindness can occur.
Glaucoma: primary glaucoma is inherited, and more likely in breeds including
cocker spaniel, basset, Jack Russell, shih tzu and the Siberian husky. It typically
starts in one eye and eventually involves both. Secondary glaucoma occurs when
other eye diseases are present that inhibit drainage inside the eye. The
increasing pressure inside the eye causes pain, and this pressure can get much
higher in dogs than in humans. Loss of vision is one symptom and often what
brings the dog to the vet. Unfortunately, blindness can occur in hours.
Cataracts: a blue ‘cloud’ forms in the lens area. They can progress slowly over
years or come on very quickly, leading to blindness within a days or weeks. Often
inherited, though can be caused by diabetes, eye trauma, or the ageing process,
amongst others. Less troublesome ones will be checked periodically, and if vision
is affected, and quality of life compromised, surgery can be recommended.
Entropion: causes squinting and a large amount of eye discharge. Sometimes
there can be light sensitivity and pawing at the eyes, especially outside. Other
symptoms: inner eye inflammation, an eye tic, sagging of the skin around the eye
socket, or in worst-case scenarios, a corneal rupture. Some entropion cases are
never more than a minor annoyance, while more severe cases can cause
significant pain, ulceration, scarring and ultimately, loss of vision.
Ectropion: The most common sign is a distinctly droopy lower eyelid, and also
watery eyes, swollen/red eyes, inflammation, infections. Signs of ectropion often
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seem to improve, then recur at a later date. In severe cases, symptoms typically
remain and will not improve without treatment.
Lens luxation: supportive lens ligaments weaken/tear, the lens then dislocating.
It can fall back into the eye, which is typically painless, though if it falls forward it
can block fluid drainage and can result in glaucoma or increased pressure, which
is extremely painful and can cause blindness. Weakness of the lens ligaments is
known to be hereditary in terriers and the border collie.
Progressive retinal atrophy: PRA, an inherited disease causing dogs to lose their
sight over a period of months/years, and is most often seen in cocker spaniels,
border collies, Irish setters, schnauzers and poodles. The retina, in the back of
the eye, is composed of ‘rods’ that perceive light, and ‘cones’ that perceive
colour. Rods and cones mature by about 12 weeks of age, but in pets with PRA,
they never completely mature and may begin to degenerate at an early age.
Distichiasis: Excessive eyelash hairs rub against the cornea, irritating it. The eye
becomes red, inflamed and may develop discharge. Dogs may squint, blink a lot
and tend to rub their eyes against furniture or carpets.
If you notice any changes in your dog's eyes or vision, make an appointment with
your vet as soon as possible. It is important to determine quickly exactly what's
going on, and whether treatment is needed.
Sophie, Vale Vets
*************************************************************************************

TICKS: you & your pet –taken from advice by the Blue Cross
Ticks, common in woods and grasslands, and areas where
sheep or deer graze, climb or drop onto your dog (eek, or
you!) if you brush past where they are sitting. Although
you’re more likely to come up against them between spring
and autumn, the little monsters are active all year round.
When tiny – just a millimetre or so, they look like spidery creepycrawlies, but
once the body becomes engorged with blood, they can swell to a good fat
centimetre (as I discovered on my dog).
Fortunately, they’re easy to spot, and seem to favour the areas around your
pet’s head, neck, ears or feet. As you run your hands over your pet they feel like
a plasticky, rubbery bump. These ‘bumps’ can carry diseases (including the
serious Lyme infection), which is why it is so important to remove them as soon
as possible, lessening the risk. It’s vital not to squeeze the tick as this could expel
blood back into your pet’s body, increasing any infection risk. And just yanking it
off can leave the tick’s head still stuck in the skin. Vets sell, cheaply, little plastic
removers which whip the nasties off in a moment. Thank goodness.
ed.
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NATUREHOOD WATCH

This month - swallows, a dew pond, and
that’s not a buttercup…..and it’s not a dandelion!
The daredevil swooping of swallows right now seems to get more and more
thrilling, as at times, you can be sure one just missed your ear. It’s amazing,
when the bugs are lower to the ground for them to gobble at, to just sit – or lie –
in the garden and have them peepsqueak their Red Arrow antics so, so close to
you. Mid evening, about 8.30-9pm, can be a good time to see these aerobatics.
With thanks to Eric Sloane’s Weather Book, I found this interesting piece: he
writes ‘Swallows (and bats) have extremely sensitive ears used as a sort of radar
mechanism during flight, to avoid hitting obstacles and to look for insects in the
air. When pre-storm air pressure lowers abruptly, the pressure difference
between the inside and outside of their heads becomes irritating, possibly
painful. There they seek the relief of highest pressure air, found closest to earth.
When you see a swallow flying so close to the surface of water, you may usually
predict a lowering barometer and rainy spell ahead. Likewise, high flying would
foretell fine weather.’ He also quotes ‘low o’er the grass the swallow wings’,
which I discovered was from a poem called Sign of Rain – see page 32 for the
whole, oh-so-quintessentially-English poem of the tendencies of our weather.
Last
month’s
Naturehood
Watch
mentioned the discovery, courtesy of Mike
Carver (creator of the wonderful map of
Didmarton fields and their names) of the
Wiltshire Path pillars. Again thanks goes
to Mike for this month’s ‘find’, for
expanding on what that scrubby bit of wotnot hedge is on the playing field, just
behind the green netting that I assume is to stop cricket balls from disappearing
into the brambles. Brambles and wotnot hedge? No! It’s a Dew Pond! You can
see it much better from the other field side (and of course, in winter), but it’s
part of the border between the recreation ground (Davis’s Ground) and the field
known as Ash Ground or Moonraker or even Bottom Summers.
The photo shows how a dew pond looks when not under the undergrowth: they
are man-made typically shallow, saucershaped pools, usually found on hills, built
for watering livestock, and usually filled by rainwater rather than dew. From
what I could see of our dew pond (or cloud or mist pond), it is similar to the
photo, with concentric rings of walling. Space doesn’t permit me to expand on
the history (they were used in Saxon times) and mystery, and science that
surrounds dew ponds, so do have a google, even the Wikipedia entry has a lot of
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stuff. My personal wiki – my mum – said, when asked if she’d ever heard of one
“Oh yes, Farmer Stacey’s got one, next to Mountain field. Didn’t you know?”
Finally, two flowers that despite appearances, are NOT buttercup nor dandelion
– those blooms have had their time this year, so what ARE those stalkless
buttercups that have appeared, hugging the earth and surrounded by shiny soft
green/grey foliage? It’s Silverweed, groundcover stuff that grows everywhere,
like mini ferns, incongruously produces a buttercup style flower. They also have
scarlet surface runner roots just to add to the incongruity.
And the dandelion that isn’t? There seem to be more
and more of these each year, notable by being like a
larger, crisper more commanding dandelion clock: they
are the seed heads of meadow salsify – goatsbeard –
and as well as dotted in hedgerows, sometimes you
may find a swathe of them in an uncut hayfield. It does
have a rather quaint old fashioned name – Jack-go-tobed-at-noon, as the flowerheads (a sort of spiked
dandelion) only open in the morning. Clearly ‘Jack’ wasn’t a teenager of today,
who remain unfamiliar to any form of life preceding 1.45pm.
ed.
**********************************************************************************

CAROLE COOKS AGAIN
There’s a story (not sure whether it’s true or not) about
notoriously fiery tempered Elizabeth Taylor, the actress,
yelling at her microwave “Hurry Up”. Lockdown may have
enabled us to take it slowly, but I do enjoy the Want It Make It Eat It nature of
soda bread. There is a sensational one that Dan Lepard writes of in Baking With
Passion, including buttermilk and black treacle, and probably can’t be bettered,
but I didn’t have either ingredient. This is an ordinary store cupboard version:
150g each white self raising flour and any sort of brown flour, a good pinch of
salt, two teaspoons bicarb, 200ml milk, a tablespoon honey. Mix the dry
ingredients, warm the milk and honey enough to melt the honey, and mix in.
You may need more milk if it’s too stiff. Bring together into a sticky but not
saggy ball, sprinkle over any seeds if you like, cut a deep cross in the dough and
bake at 190 degrees for about 45 minutes until a good crust is formed and it
sounds hollow when it’s underside is tapped.
Peanut butter version – from a 1932 recipe: add 100g peanut butter to the milk,
smooth, or crunchy. Glaze the top with a little more milk and honey.
ed.
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DIDMARTON BOOK REVIEW
The Songlines by Bruce Chatwin
Songlines are invisible and ancient tracks and pathways that criss
cross Australia. They are an Aboriginal creation, used to pass the
songs that tell of life past and the secrets that dwell within an
area of land. These magical boundaries come to life through
Chatwin’s travels and his meetings and conversations with
diverse characters. As richly satisfying as his searching for his
understanding of the lines are the many quotes and writings from others that
dot through the book; Chatwin focuses on how innate, primordial even, is the
need for man to walk. However, and this is heresy, the English cynic in me felt
that there just could be a bit of the Mornington Crescent (radio 4 comedy quiz,
whereby the contrivance is false, the enjoyment being in the pretence of reality)
in the actuality of songlines. Lockdown is having a dispiriting effect, perhaps.
The Songlines is a book to love.
On the Black Hill by Bruce Chatwin
What a contrast. A stunning novel Chatwin wrote prior to
Songlines. He “decided to write something about people who
never went out”. Don’t let that put you off! It’s a delicate yet a
little unsettling tale of twin brothers who live all their lives in a
farmhouse on the Welsh borders. Chatwin simply makes you
feel you are there, a nosy witness lapping up his page turner. ed.
***********************************************************************************

A(mostly Didmartonish) QUIZ

many thanks to Alistair Hammond

Didmarton history
In which year did the Village Hall open?
Since 1947, when has the Beaufort Hunt Point to Point traditionally been held?
In which year was Didmarton Football Club founded 1968, 1958, 1948?
In which year did the village school close? 1945, 2005 1965?
In which year was Didmarton Cricket Club founded? 1910, 1950, 1870?
Which of the following has never been a pub in the village? The Compasses Inn,
the George Inn, the Kings Arms, the Beaufort Inn? (see page 33 for more on this!)
What’s the connection 1?

Name given to the Covid-19 pop-up hospitals in Bristol and London?
Name of a Soho street in, London famous for fashion boutiques?
The definition given to an insect or a defect in something?
Best known as the comedic partner of Stan Laurel?
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English & Gloucester cricketer who had a career that lasted from 1920 -51?
What’s the connection 2

Pomeranian, Finnish Lapphund and Peekapoo are breeds of which animal?
Name given to the annual commemoration of the attempted assassination of
King James I using explosives?
An average person uses 57 sheets of what each day?
What music genre are the Chemical Brothers, Underworld, Prodigy & Daft Punk?
A New York landmark, first of its kind?
Names as household items

Who, serving under George W. Bush, was the first black woman to occupy the
role as US National Security Advisor?
Who is theEnglish male actor born in Sheffield, best known for appearing in
Game of Thrones, Lord of the Rings and the title character in Sharpe?
Who was a female comedian, died April 2016, married to a magician, and starred
in a number of shows bearing her name?
Who is a British entrepreneur, created Amstrad, owned Tottenham FC and
known now for his catchphrase “You’re fired!”
A Bit of Everything

Who is the current UK Chancellor?
Name the longest river in the UK.
We are all missing a nice IPA in a pub – what does IPA stand for?
What is the capital of New Zealand?
What is Postman Pat’s surname?
What is the name of the tower block, home to Del Boy and Rodney Trotter?
How many horses are there per team in polo?
What are the two main ingredients of a dark and stormy cocktail?
Pret a Manger food chain – how does its name translate in English?
Which mountains comprise the UK Three Peaks Challenge?
Answers:

Didmarton history – 1994, first Saturday of March, 1968, 1965, 1870, Beaufort.
Connection 1 – Nightingale, Carnaby Street, Bug, Oliver Hardy, Wally Hammond
– all surnames of Didmarton residents
Connection 2 – dog, Bonfire Night, loo roll, dance music, Central Park – all topics
complained about on Didmarton online
Household items – Condoleeza Rice, Sean Bean, Victoria Wood, Alan Sugar
Bit of everything – Rishi Sunak, Severn, India Pale Ale, Wellington, Clifton, Nelson
Mandela House, 4, rum & ginger, ready to eat, Scafell Pike, Snowdon, Ben Nevis
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THE RURAL RULES
What are the Rural Rules? They are queries submitted
by Reginald Rural of Rumpshire. He is a keen, yet
puzzled person. He has recently moved to the
countryside. He welcomes replies to his country
problems. He needs, help, guidance, and above all,
rules.
Sir, having emerged maggot like from my chrysalis of lockdown (I immodestly
confess that I am sure you have yearned for my monthly concerns), I see the
rustic world has become a quieter place, and there is an aura of peace dwelling
o’er the meadowlands. How am I to adapt to the serenity of this sylvan setting,
and usurp my lockdown state of mind, which has been, unsurprisingly, fraught
with daytime television, the daily news briefing and nightly hours with horror
channel, ‘Shudder’. Do I:
1. Remember at all times, Nice Lady Jennie and Bright n’ Brains Prof Chris from
the daily briefing sessions, that two metres is two metres not one metre, and
handwashing is two happy birthdays, and that R should be under not over one
and that exponential is not the same as unprecedented and that a covering is
not a mask and that a second peak is not the same as Twin Peaks, or even
spaceman Tim Peake and that I never want to be asked a question by the Misses
L. Kuennsberg and B. Rigbyofsky, Exponentially terrifying.
2. Take it quietly, slowly, reacquainting myself with old-familiar woodland glades
by padding the paths in my carpet slippers, with repeats of 1960’s Desert Island
Discs on my cassette ‘Walkman’ apparatus. Sniff and savour air that is fresh, not
fetid, a challenge through my rubberized face-covering.
3. Fling open all windows, bracing my pallid skin to a heat of the sun rather than
the 3 bar electric affair that singes my shins. Put on the summer uniform of
those ‘outdoor’ working types, namely a sleeved singlet with Black Sabbath logo,
and elderly low slung hipster jeans (note to self, remember hi-rise pants), and
footwear my mother would refer to as ‘Bovver Boots’. Then get out and walk
the lanes, caressing the hogweed that dances across my thighs, and whistle a
soothing air: Flight of the Bumblebee, or Chopsticks should do it.
What should Reginald do?
Answers on Laura Kuennsberg’s bone chiller stare to the ed.
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THE DYDDI DIGESTIVE
Life getting you down? Eat a biscuit.
The trouble is, which one? Each month, we try and overcome
the trauma of choosing one over another,,,tough work, but someone had to do
it. This month. – oh gawwwww, WHO chose this dreary drear? This is meant
to be F.U.N. – it’s Rich Tea versus Rich Tea Fingers. Wake me up when it’s
over…..zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
RICH TEA– overall average 2.92 /10
Name: don’t look rich, silly, dull, delusions of grandeur – 2
Biscuit design, appearance: dull, roundy round, I like the holes, it’s got it’s name
on it like a badge! – 4.25
Smell, texture: burnt, dull, mild snap, old and dusty – 1.5
Taste: actually not bad, why would you?, better than I remember, dull – 3.25
How many could you eat? one dull one, none, maybe if feeling ill two, I’d snaffle
two – 2.25
Dunking? squodge mess, it’s not bad actually, born to dunk, dull dunker – 4.25
RICH TEA FINGERS – overall average 4.25/10
Name: tea tray appeal, ooh ladylike!, like Rich Tea but fingers, bland – 2.75
Biscuit design, appearance: pretty as a picture – of a biscuit, ooh I like it’s
cutesyness, flimsy, ok – 5.25
Smell, texture: dust, good on the snap, sort of floury grit, it’s normal - 4
Taste: like Rich Tea but thin, it’s different to Rich Tea taste, biscuit flavour, prefer
it to Rich Tea - 4
How many could you eat? Lots because I’m ladylike, a few probably, no more
ever, dunno – 4.75
Dunking? arghh it can’t, yes it can, umm a silly thing to do, ok – 4.75
WAKE UP!! If the truth be told, a mote of fun was had, though that’s because
nobody would play anymore lockdown monopoly and eating biscuits – even
dead plain joyless ones – had a joie de vivre to it at the time. Ditsy cutesy of
the RT fingers trashed any ideas the no-fingered RT may have had for being
an all round good egg – or biscuit. Anyway, we can all get terrifically
animated and opinionated and bumptious in advance of August’s biscuity
battle of Johnny Foreigner, the Oreo up against national treasure, the
Cadbury’s Chocolate Finger. Bless.
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SIGN OF RAIN

by Dr. Edward Jenner
1749-1823 (Jenner was the pioneer of the
smallpox vaccination).
The hollow winds begin to blow,
the clouds look black, the glass is low,
The soot falls down, the spaniels sleep
and spiders from their cobwebs peep.
Last night the sun went pale to bed,
the moon in halos hid her head;
The boding shepherd heaves a sigh, for see! A rainbow spans the sky.
The walls are damp, the ditches smell, closed is the pink-eyed pimpernel.
Hark! How the chairs and tables crack. Old Betty's joints are on the rack;
Her corns with shooting pains torment her, and to her bed untimely send her.
Loud quack the ducks, the peacocks cry, the distant hills are looking nigh,
How restless are the snorting swine! The busy flies disturb the kine.
Low o'er the grass the swallow wings; the cricket, too, how sharp he sings!
Puss on the hearth, with velvet paws, sits wiping o'er her whiskered jaws.
Through the clear stream the fishes rise, and nimbly catch the incautious flies.
The glow -worms, numerous and bright, illumed the woodland dell last night.
At dusk the squalid toad was seen hopping and crawling o'er the green.
The whirling dust the wind obeys, and in the rapid eddy plays.
The frog has changed his yellow vest, and in a russet coat is dressed.
Though June, the air is cold and still, the mellow blackbirds note is shrill;
My dog, so altered in his taste, quits mutton bones on grass to feast.
And see, yon rooks, how odd their flight, they imitate the gliding kite,
And seem precipitate to fall, as if they felt the piercing ball
"twill surely rain – I see with sorrow our jaunt must be put off tomorrow.
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THE THREE PUBS OF DIDMARTON –

and the
Diddlehouse?
Alistair’s quiz made me curious: where are, or were, The
Compasses and George pubs? Time to get out the written
wonder that is the book, Didmarton – a Ramble Through History.
THE THREE COMPASSES, sometimes with an ‘old’ added into the name, was on
the two cottage site that is now 25 and 27 The Street (south side), to the right of
the entrance to Elmleaze Stud. Its first mention in the annals of history is 1798,
when believed to have been a thatched building. On 15th January 1856, it was
here that an inquest was held into the drowning two days earlier of Robert
Woolnough, who was skating on a frozen Joyce’s Pool when the ice broke. This
tragic accident was witnessed by his brother. In the coroner’s report, Robert’s
father George said “I took him in my arms and placed him in a spring cart and
took him home directly and he was put in flannels before the fire – he appeared
to be quite dead – Mr White a medical man came in almost directly after Robert
was brought into my house and he said he could do nothing for him”.
Quite when the Compasses closed, I cannot find, but at some point thereafter, it
became a post office, run by a Miss Huff.
THE GEORGE, first mentioned in 1791, was on the north side of The Street, at
number 40, and of the three, it was the first to close, in 1827. However, it then
had other lives as being home to the Saddler and Harness Maker, run by Mr
Baker and er, Mr Baker, and also Mr Hopkins’ motorcycle workshop.
THE KING’S ARMS predates both, being first mentioned in 1772. At some point,
it also provided a fireservice, shop, bakery, and livery stable. If Mark and Paula
are ever a bit bored…fireman, Mark? Stable lass, Paula? Something that we
can’t imagine today is what a ‘smoking concert’, held in the KA, along with a
magic lantern exhibition, in 1889. If anyone can enlighten us on what went on in
a concert of smoking….was it when they put lots of wet logs on the fire, which
always smoke the room out, or maybe it was tobacco roll-ups versus pipes?
Anyone know?
And though obviously not a pub, along with the George first’s mention in 1791 is
the ‘Diddlehouse, - isolated dwellinghouse to the south of the village, now
derelict’. These building remains are still evident in The Diddle, (the little copse
just a couple of fields south of the village, from the footpath along School Lane),
but does anyone have any more information? Yes please! 01454 238576. ed.
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LEIGHTERTON SCHOOL PHOTOS

Showing the two metre
social distancing
rule to perfection –
and beyond!
Going up, or coming down? Either way, this is what trees are REALLY for!
*************************************************************************************
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POWERED SPACES
Reliable & local electrical services
Indoor / Outdoor power and lighting
Electric Vehicle Car Charging
Networking / Wi-Fi problems / installation
Fully insured & registered References available
Free, no obligation quote

mark.hanson@poweredspaces.com
01453 860084 07775 505375
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CHIMNEY SWEEP
FIREWOOD
KINDLING & COAL
Steve Thompson
Lower Kilcott Farm
01454 232941
07974 194012
Kindling, coal, kiln
dried & seasoned logs
delivered
Registered member of the
Institute of Chimney Sweepers
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Monday-Friday 8am-5.30pm, Saturday 8am-12pm
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Same Pub – Different Times!
Finally, as we are able to re-open and welcome you back with much joy,
we will have to do so with many changes.
We are fine tuning the details of exactly how it will look like when we
open, so please bear with us. Some points below are some key changes:
Pre-booking only – tables must be booked in advance
Enhanced takeaway offers, both food and drink
One way system around the garden and building
Sanitising stations at regular points around the pub
Reduced trading times over five days – to be confirmed
So, as we get ready for the big re-opening, we respectfully ask for your
patience whilst we work out our new normal together. Two key points
that will not have changed:
You will still receive the warmest welcome at The King’s Arms
We will still receive the unflinching support that
you have always offered.
See you all soon, with love,
Mark, Paula & The King’s Arms team xxxx
The Kings Arms, The Street, Didmarton,
Badminton, Gloucestershire GL9 1DT
www.kingsarmsdidmarton.co.uk 01454 238245
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